Airsel Mbuyane has been rated number eight in the world, and has won 12 fights, lost 7 and the other 21 draws. Mbuyane has been selected by the WBO to challenge or be invited by the WBO in the world to tussle for the world champion to title or be invited by the WBO in the world, soon he will challenge world champion, Paulus ‘The Rock’ Ambunda has a convincing win over the African-born Klaas Mbuyane to fight the champion, but it was not to be.

Nestor Tobias, trainer and manager of Meroro suspected that Braehmer got scared of Meroro after watching the videos of the WBO Africa champion. “As a matter of fact, the on-and-off fight was cancelled and a surrogate was brought in, in the name of Andrejevs”, says Tobias. “These are some of the tricks one has to live with in boxing”, adds Tobias. “If one has a chicken heart, he will surrender, stay without practicing but at the last end, you will be called to come and box”. The fight took place at Sport and Congress Center, Schwerin, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in Germany. Meroro won with a unanimous decision over eight rounds. The scorecards of the three judges read: 60 (5, 3, 2). ‘The Prince’ Naindjala is ready to fight the champion, but it was not to be.

Executive members of the NFA, who also formed part of the course, instructed the association’s Secretary General, Barry Rakoros to call for the NFA Congress to be held on October 2. Details will be finalized in due course. The Congress will elect the new NFA Executive Committee which will run football affairs for the next four years from the date of their confirmation. Another major decision taken by the Exco was to appoint Philemon ‘Fire’ Vatilifa as the official spokesperson of the association. “I am grateful for the confidence shown in me to occupy this very vital position in the football association and would, in consultations to relevant people execute my new duties to the best of my abilities”, said Vatilifa, who is Program Coordinator at Rossing Foundation Centre at Oranjemund.